
Automatic Wire Terminating Machine
series



OptionOption

Crimper with Dial Counter
Provides easy adjustment of crimping height by 
managing a value of the counter.
Helps reproduce the optimum setting of 
crimping height.

Automatic Wire Changer
Provides automatic changeover for wire, which 
substantially reduces changeover times.
Easy operation with a touch panel.

Conveyor type Wire Portioning Unit
Portions the wires by intermittent feed of a flat belt.
Operators can pick the wire up without stopping the machine.
Productivity can be improved with this wire-portioning unit.
The number of wire bundles is selectable.

Max. 6,000 pieces/hour  [Processing condition] Cutting length: 60mm, Wire feeding speed: 6m/s
Max. 4,800 pieces/hour  [Processing condition] Cutting length: 500mm, Wire feeding speed: 6m/s
Max. 4,200 pieces/hour  [Processing condition] Cutting length: 1,000mm, Wire feeding speed: 6m/s

●TR500 has various optional devices and units in its lineup, such as the Automatic 
　Wire Changer, the Crimper with a Dial Counter, and the Conveyor-type Wire 
　Portioning Unit, which can shorten changeover times and enhance workability.  
●A large touch panel is utilized for TR500.

Both-ends Crimping Machined C i i Md C i i M
TR500

TR500/TRD510
Both-ends Crimping Machine 

TRD510WPA/WPSA
Both-ends Crimping Machine with Both-ends/Single-end Seal Insertion Unit
With industry-leading processing capability and less space requirement, the ShinMaywa 
TR500 series machines improve productivity and reduce processing cost.
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With industry-leading processing capability and less space requirement, the ShinMaywa 
TR500 series machines improve productivity and reduce processing cost.

Features

Maximum Processing Capability (Both-ends crimping)

Wire size application table

TRD510WPA
3-module both-ends 
seal insertion

TRD510WPSA
3-module single-end 
seal insertion

TR500

TRD510

Model Type of processing
Applicable wire size

mm2

AWG
0.08 0.13 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.85 1.25
28 26 24 22 20 18 （16）※

・Please contact us when special wires need to be processed.
・TRD510, TRD510WPA and TRD510WPSA do not support processing of AWG16 wires.

※TR500 with 
　optional equipments

・The ㎜2/AWG conversion of the wire size is for reference only. 
・Some wires are difficult to process. 

Both-ends crimping

Both-ends crimping



TRD510WPA vs. TRD301WPA (conventional model)TRD510 vs. TRD301 (conventional model)

Enhanced processing performance Space-saving design

● "Swing motion with Y axis" for wire carrying units has made the performance higher.

●Cutting blades and stripping blades have been arranged in 
　 line, which has improved the performance.

Comparison with the conventional machine

●A brand-new layout which has a "belt-feeding" mechanism 
　 has made its footprint smaller. 

●This space-saving design has increased productivity per unit area.

Improved processing accuracy

●TR500/TRD510's measuring unit which has had the belt-feeding 
　minimizes damages on wires and feeds delicate small-gauge wires.
●Encoder feedback control system has improved cutting length accuracy.
●Fast and precision motion has been provided by updated technology 
　of the servo control system. 
　 It has achieved high accuracy and stability for cutting and crimping process.

●Insulation wastes are removed from the stripping-blades by the 
　knockout structure and vacuumed up every processing cycle.
●Easily detachable cutter holder 
　 Individually attached six cutting/stripping blades can 
　be replaced separately. 
●Nozzles are replaceable without using tools.

Easy maintenance and operation

TR500

Max.6,000 pieces/hour

Improvement ratio: 33％ Improvement ratio: 11％ 

Reduction ratio: 5％ Reduction ratio: 23％ Reduction ratio: 3％ 

TR202C
Max.4,500 pieces/hour

TRD510

Max.5,000 pieces/hour

TRD301
Max.4,500  pieces/hour

Improvement ratio: 7％ 
TRD510WPA

Max.3,000 pieces/hour

TRD301WPA
Max.2,800 pieces/hour

■Footprint

■Enhanced maximum processing capability

■Processing performance per square meter
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TR500 vs. TR202C (conventional model)

Features



Unit: mm

Outside Dimensions

Wire receiver type

■TR500 ■TRD510/TRD510WPA/TRD510WPSA

Standard※1 Slope type wire tray※2 Long wire stacker※2

Unit: mm

Optional extras Attachments for applicators

Extra

Extra
Extra

Crimper with dial counter
Conveyor type wire portioning unit

Automatic wire changer

Extra

Extra

Extra

Monitor stand

ExtraSlope type wire tray

Paper coiler

Dial type wire straightener

Long wire stacker

Extra

ExtraSignal tower

ExtraAttachment

Reel hanger for the end feed

Extra※1

ExtraBad wire chopper
ExtraGuide nozzle

ExtraSpecial gripper for processing extra-short wire 

Terminal crimping monitor

Extra

̶

̶
̶

Extra

Extra

Extra

Extra

Extra※2

Extra

Extra

Extra

Standard equipment
Standard equipment
Standard equipment

Extra

ExtraNo cut carrier guide

※1. The terminal crimping monitor and the Easy Detachable Base cannot be used together.
※2. Slope type wire tray contains monitor stand.

※１． A monitor stand shown in above photo is an optional extra.  ※２． A monitor stand is included as standard equipment.

※1. The end feed is not accepted.
※The minimum cutting length may extend depending on type of applicator.
※Please inquire about the attachments which are not listed in the table above.

Various types of applicators made by the manufacturers in the table 
below are accepted.

̶
̶Carrier cutter

Terminal overload sensor Extra
Extra

Extra※1Easy detachable base

Standard equipmentSpring nozzle Extra

Mode l

̶

○

○YAZAKI Co.,Ltd.

J.S.T.MFG.Co.,Ltd.

̶

※Installation-type wire stacker contains a monitor stand.

○Nippon Tanshi Co.,Ltd.
Hirose Electronic Co.,Ltd.

○
○Molex Inc.

Japan Aviation Electronics Industry,Ltd.

○※1

̶

○
○

○

○Tyco Electronics AMP K.K. ○

̶

○Japan Automatic Machine Co.,Ltd. ̶

Manufacturer

̶

For ManualFor Automatic

TRD510TR500

Model list of wire stacker

2 m
3 mTR500
5 m

TRS208
TRS308
TRS508

̶
̶
̶

Mode l Maximum cutting length Detachable type Installation type

2 m
3 mTRD510
5 m

TRS209
TRS309
TRS509

TRS207
TRS307
TRS507

1,
10
0

1,
72
0

1,
85
0

2,
13
5

Wire 
inlet

Monitor stand

920

1,
30
0

2,100

890

1,
00
0

1,810

1,150

60
0

1,
86
0

Long wire stacker

Parts Feeder Unit 
（for TRD510WPA・WPSA）

Slope type wire tray

1,
42
0

2,
10
0

1,790

1,020 920

1,
79
0

88
0

1,400

1,700
2m-type 2,075

5m-type 5,075
3m-type 3,075



Op t i o n

E q u i pme n t

User interface
Simple user interface based on the actual 
operational procedure.

Bad Wire Chopper
Cuts off defective wires to prevent 
them from getting mixed in good wires.

Terminal crimping monitor (TCM)  
It rejects serious crimping failure.
An optimized setting for each processing data is 
selected automatically.

3-module seal insertion unit
TRD510WPA utilizes servo motors to drive seal 
holders and wire guides, which improves the 
centering accuracy between a wire and a seal. 
The improved accuracy prevents bending of the 
small gauge wire in-process of seal insertion.
Seals are selected automatically according to the 
settings of processing data.

Seal Cassette
Seal cassettes are replaceable without using tools.
Quick-and-easy replaceable cassette.

Both-ends Crimping Machined C i i Md C i i M
TRD510
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Op t i o n

E q u i pme n tE i

le seal insertion unit
WPA ili d i l

Max. 5,000 pieces/hour  [Processing condition] Cutting length: 100mm, Wire feeding speed: 6m/s
Max. 4,200 pieces/hour  [Processing condition] Cutting length: 500mm, Wire feeding speed: 6m/s
Max. 3,750 pieces/hour  [Processing condition] Cutting length: 1,000mm, Wire feeding speed: 6m/s

●Two digital crimpers are included as a standard.  
　Numerical control makes crimping adjustment simpler.
●Terminal crimping monitor (TCM) and Bad wire chopper are 
　included as a standard.

Features

Max. 3,000 pieces/hour [Processing condition] Cutting length: 100mm, Wire feeding speed: 6m/s
Max. 2,700 pieces/hour [Processingl condition] Cutting length: 500mm, Wire feeding speed: 6m/s
Max. 2,500 pieces/hour [Processing condition] Cutting length: 1,000mm, Wire feeding speed: 6m/s

●Suited for seal insertion processing with both-ends 3-module
　seal units and single-end 3-module seal unit.
●Enhanced accuracy of seal-positioning by the servo 
　control has achieved more reliable seal-insertion.
●Simplified seal replacement with seal-cassettes.

Features

Maximum Processing Capability (Seal insertion and both-ends crimping)

Maximum Processing Capability (Both-ends crimping)

Wire 
guide 

Seal 
holder

C
ut
tin
g 
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f

※TRD510 with optional equipments

※TRD510WPA with optional equipments




